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**Reviewer’s report:**

The manuscript describes bacteremic infections caused by Fusobacteria in a population-based cohort. The manuscript is well written and the results are thoroughly discussed in the context of other previously published reports on the topic. This report of 72 cases of Fusobacteria bacteremias is one of the largest described on this relatively rare infection. The report is of interest to professionals treating infectious diseases and gives a contribution to the field.

Minor comments

1) Last paragraph of the introduction lane 4 “As such, the paper by Nohrstrom ...”. The reference number is missing, reference number 3.

2) Last paragraph of the methods and Table 1. How were the population based risk factors calculated? Did the authors have access to the incidence of malignancy, dialysis, dementia, etc. in the total Calgary population? If they did, how did they get this information? In Table 1 The column “Age group” is not explained thoroughly. What does 20+, etc mean? Is it the reference population older than 20 years, etc.? Please explain more.
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